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 Introduction
Since 2011, the Secretariat for Ecodesign and Energy Labelling of Products (the Secretariat) has 

been responsible for practical tasks in connection with implementation of market surveillance on 

behalf of the Danish Energy Agency. Surveillance is to ensure that energy-related products on the 

Danish market which are subject to legislation on energy labelling and/or ecodesign meet the relevant 

statutory requirements. 

The relevant legislation is listed below. 

The Danish Energy Agency is facing a challenge in that an increasing number of products are being 

made subject to ecodesign and/or energy labelling requirements. Another challenge is that the costs of 

completing laboratory inspection measurements of products have increased considerably in recent years 

because of the stricter requirements imposed on laboratories and the methods they use. In reality this 

means that, as a percentage of the total number of products on the market now covered by legislation, 

even fewer products can be inspected for the same resources. 

Therefore, there is an increasing need to focus on ensuring that inspection is targeted in relation to 

products, and efficient in relation to the costs linked to conducting inspection.  As a result, in 2014 the 

Danish Energy Agency decided to reorganise efforts in order to focus more on information and guidance 

for suppliers. This is because, in the long term, more guidance will result in suppliers being better able to 

help themselves to meet the requirements and document compliance so that ultimately more products 

can also meet the requirements. 

This annual report describes the main activities conducted by the Secretariat in 2014. 

For more information about the tasks of the Secretariat and the results of its inspection activities 

(in Danish), see the Danish Energy Agency website: www.ens.dk/forbrug-besparelser/apparater-produk-

ter/tilsyn-kontrol/sekretariat-ecodesign-energimaerkning. 

 

Legislation: EU framework directives implemented in Danish law

Ecodesign Energy labelling

Framework Directive on ecodesign: 

Directive 2009/125/EC of the European Parlia-

ment and of the Council of 21 October 2009 

establishing a framework for the setting of eco-

design requirements for energy-related products. 

Implemented in Danish law through: 

Consolidating Act no. 1068 of 15 September 2010 

on ecodesign of energy-related products, 

amended by Act no. 580 of 18 June 2012 and 

Act no. 455 of 18 May 2011. 

Executive Order no. 1274 of 19 November 2010 

on ecodesign of energy-related products. 

Framework Directive on energy labelling products: 

Europa-Parlamentets og Rådets direktiv 2010/30/

EU om angivelse af energirelaterede produkters 

energi- og ressourceforbrug ved hjælp af mærk-

ning og standardiserede produktoplysninger.

Implemented in Danish law through: 

Act no. 455 of 18 May 2011 on energy labelling of 

energy-related products. 

Executive Order no. 1026 of 18 May 2011 on 

energy labelling of energy-related products. 

See also Annex A with a list of products covered by this legislation.
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 Tasks of the secretariat
Secretariat tasks include both inspection of suppliers’ own documentation on a product, and inspection 

measurements of randomly selected examples of a number of products at an accredited test laboratory. 

During a document inspection, the supplier has to document that the information about a product on 

its energy label, datasheet, or similar is correct and that any minimum requirements for ecodesign 

have been met. 

There are requirements that the energy label is to be shown on products displayed for sale. Therefore, 

the Secretariat also checks for visible energy labels on products on display in shops, and it checks 

printed advertisements as well as online shops. 

In addition to inspection, the Secretariat assists the Danish Energy Agency in providing guidelines about 

the relevant regulations. This involves replying to enquiries made directly to the Secretariat, assisting in 

preparing written guidance materials, and holding talks, for example at sector-information meetings. 

After almost four years as the Energy Agency’s Secretariat, in Q4 2014 a user satisfaction survey was 

conducted to evaluate the service and quality experienced by Secretariat users when they make an 

enquiry. The survey was conducted on a number of enquiries corresponding to about 6% of all incoming 

enquiries. Results show that there is widespread satisfaction with the service rendered by the Secreta-

riat. A total of 87% of those asked replied that they had received a useful reply. Respondents all stated 

that they will use the Secretariat again or at least consider using the Secretariat again. Similarly, 87% 

will probably or very probably recommend the Secretariat to others. Further details about the survey are 

available (in Danish) in ”Rapport for undersøgelse af brugernes opfattelse af Sekretariatet for Ecodesign 

og Energimærkning af Produkters besvarelse af henvendelser”, which is available at this link: www.ens.

dk/sites/ens.dk/files/forbrug-besparelser/apparater-produkter/tilsyn-kontrol/sekretariat-ecodesign-ener-

gimaerkning/evalueringsrapport_henvendelser_og_vejledninger_120115.pdf

Special focus areas:

Information work 

Suppliers (manufacturers/importers):

In 2014, the Danish Energy Agency decided to put more priority on information and guidelines as part of 

its market surveillance activities. Experience from inspecting documentation shows that many suppliers 

do not understand the requirements in the regulations. Therefore, inspection often entails a number of 

letters on infringements/omissions and several discussions with guidance from the Secretariat about the 

requirements and documentation; a process which is ultimately a “waste of time” for both parties. There-

fore, the Danish Energy Agency has developed a concept of information meetings, in particular within 

sectors encountering requirements on energy labelling and/or ecodesign for the first time. The objective 

is to provide enterprises with a better understanding of the requirements so that they can draw up the 

necessary documentation to prove that their products meet the requirements. 

Experience shows that these meetings establish a common understanding and they are a good starting 

point for positive dialogue. The Secretariat has seen that, without any further encouragement, enterpri-

ses subsequently approach the Secretariat with further and more specific queries. 
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Dealers:

Among other things, legislation on energy labelling aims at securing consumers accurate, relevant and 

comparable information on the energy efficiency and energy consumption of energy-related products. 

This is to guide them to make an energy-efficient purchase. Therefore, the Danish Energy Agency has 

prioritised efforts for dealers and shop employees who have direct contact with consumers. 

To this end, the Energy Agency has made a number of training films, which are followed up with a num-

ber of online questions about facts and messages which shop staff are to answer. It has been possible to 

complete the work because shops have backed up the project and have taken a positive part in training 

their staff.

The Energy Agency has also produced a video film about the new requirements from 1 January 2015 

about displaying energy labels and datasheets for products being sold via an online shop. The film 

explains the requirements and how dealers can carry out the task. 

The film is available (in Danish) here: www.ens.dk/forbrug-besparelser/apparater-produkter/energimaerk-

ning-apparater-produkter/energimaerkning-paa

 

Guidance material from the Danish Energy Agency

The Energy Agency regularly prepares written guidance material for consumers and dealers, and in 

particular for manufacturers and importers who are the front line in ensuring that the products they place 

on the market comply with the requirements. 

As information and guidance has been prioritised as a part of market-surveillance activities, it has been 

important for the Danish Energy Agency to clarify whether these resources are being used correctly. 

Therefore, at the end of 2014 a survey was completed of the use and relevance of the written guidelines.  

The survey was conducted as telephone interviews with 26 enterprises, which, in connection with 

inspection of their products, had received one or more of the Energy Agency’s guidelines. 

The respondents stated that the guidelines were a useful tool and they made it easier to understand the 

requirements in the regulations. Around 60% of those asked stated that they had used the guidelines and 

distributed them to relevant colleagues in their organisation. 

The Danish Energy Agency also used the survey to gather suggestions for improvements to be incorpo-

rated in future guidelines. 

The report (in Danish) ”Rapport for undersøgelse af brugernes anvendelse af Energistyrelsens vejlednin-

ger” is available at this link: www.ens.dk/sites/ens.dk/files/forbrug-besparelser/apparater-produkter/til-

syn-kontrol/sekretariat-ecodesign-energimaerkning/evalueringsrapport_henvendelser_og_vejledninger_

120115.pdf

 

Lighting

At the end of 2013, a series of new requirements were introduced for the lighting area. For example, LED 

lighting and lamps (luminaires) were subject to ecodesign and energy labelling requirements for the first 

time. Therefore, the Danish Energy Agency decided to complete a number of activities within the area: 
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Own measuring equipment: 

Inspection measurements of lighting sources take a long time and are therefore expensive. At the same 

time, there is currently strong growth in the number of LED products in particular. Both these factors are 

challenges for inspection work. Therefore, the Danish Energy Agency has purchased a mobile light-

measuring system and the Secretariat has been trained in its use. The measuring equipment makes it 

possible to inspect many more products and thereby determine how well these lighting sources comply 

with the requirements. 

Measurements made with the equipment cannot be used as “valid” inspection results, but they form 

a basis for dialogue with the supplier. Moreover, the results are used as the basis for selecting lighting 

sources for complete and valid measurement in a laboratory. 

Lamps (luminaires) are a new product subject to energy labelling. Because of many enquiries about the 

design of labels and where they are to be displayed in shops, the Danish Energy Agency has placed 

priority on a minor screening project to see how energy labelling is being applied in shops. In 2015 the 

project will be followed up with guidelines and possibly actual inspection of whether lamps on display in 

shops are labelled correctly. 

Furthermore, a number of activities for halogen lighting sources have been completed, such as inspec-

tion of suppliers’ calculations of the energy efficiency class and the extent to which dealers disclose the 

statutory consumer information in adverts or in sales from online shops.
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 Market-surveillance activities completed in 2014
When planning market surveillance for 2014, the Danish Energy Agency prioritised product areas, which 

have been covered by new requirements over the course of the year. In addition, the Agency followed up 

on areas in which previous inspections had revealed that many products fail in inspection measurements, 

or in which suppliers have previously not been able to submit complete documentation. 

Table 1. Results of inspection completed in 2014 

Laboratory measurements Technical

documentation

Product group Number of 
products 

tested

Comply with 
ecodesign

 requirements

Comply with 
energy-
labelling 

requirements

Number of 
products 
inspected

Comply with 
requirements

Ventilators 4 4 (100%) - -

Dishwashers 5 3 (60%) 3 (60%) 10 8 (80%)

Power supplies 10 7 (70%) - - -

Directional lighting sources 152 - - 26 16 (62%)

Refrigerators/freezers 21 111 (52%) 111 (52%) - -

Wine coolers 5 2 (40%) 2 (40%) - -

Vacuum cleaners - - - 9 7 (78%)

Computers (laptop) 6 6 (100%) - 15 12 (80%)

Washing machines 23 2 (100%) 2 (100%) - -

Air-conditioners - - - 13 13 (100%)

Non-directional lighting 

sources

- - - 8 5 (63%)

Tumble dryers - - - 10 9 (90%)

Water pumps - - - 5 5 (100%)

Total products 68 pcs. 96 pcs.
1  Preliminary result. To be confirmed by measuring three additional examples of the product selected  

2  Results at the beginning of 2015 

3  Results from EU Atlete II project 

The table shows that again refrigerators/freezers show poor results in inspection, which now includes 

wine coolers for the first time. The results of inspections of lighting sources also show that there are 

considerable challenges for a number of suppliers to be able to document declared values for 

lighting sources. 

Results from inspections of technical documentation do not reflect that many suppliers do not have 

the necessary documentation until the inspection itself and collects these documents with guidance 

andassistance from the Secretariat. The dialogue-based approach to inspection work also means 

that most inspection cases can be concluded by the Secretariat. Therefore, out of 22 notifications of 

non-compliance with requirements issued, only two were turned over to the Danish Energy Agency for 

decision. These two cases resulted in orders to the supplier to rectify the non-compliance. 

In eight cases of non-compliances, the suppliers decided to withdraw the product under inspection from 

the market. In the remaining 14 cases, the suppliers rectified the non-compliance, for example by prepa-

ring and new and correct energy label.
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Over the past four years, inspection work has demonstrated that the Danish Energy Agency is increa-

singly facing the challenge that there is no responsible representative for a product in Denmark, but that 

the responsible representative is instead located in another EU country. This is particularly relevant for 

larger enterprises. However, it is usually possible to complete an inspection through dialogue with the 

foreign representative. 

Inspection of shops

On behalf of the Danish Energy Agency, the Secretariat has inspected correct energy labelling of energy-

related products displayed in shops. The results show that, just as inspections in 2011, up to one in three 

products are not displayed with the statutory energy label on the product. As a parallel survey conducted 

by the Ecological Council1 showed the same percentage of errors in labelling, the Danish Energy Agency 

initiated a workshop attended by the Danish Chamber of Commerce and a number of representatives 

from the retail sector. The result was a common objective that at least 90% of energy-related products 

on display be displayed with the correct energy label. 

Figure on the results:

 

1. The Ecological Council is taking part in the “Market Watch” project with 15 other European NGOs. Part of the 

project has entailed inspecting visible energy labelling on products in shop premises. See more about the survey 

(in Danish) at: http://www.market-watch.dk/shops/butiksbesoeg_foraar_2014/ 
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38 shops were inspected December 2013

Result of 1st shop inspection
•	 Shops in the following cities were selected:  

Copenhagen, Aarhus, Odense, Esbjerg, Randers, Kolding, Horsens,  
Vejle, Roskilde, Herning, Silkeborg, Helsingoer and Naestved  
(representing the 10 most populated cities in Denmark)

•	 A total of 2.378 products are inspected 

•	 683 of the products (29%) are not energy labelled correctly

•	 26.6% of the shops have correct energy labelling on at  
least 90% of the products

•	 73.4% of the shops do not live up to the requirements of proper  
energy labelling (28 shops)

Follow-up of 1st shop inspection
•	 18 shops are set to a new control inspection (2. shop inspection)

•	 10 shops with only few displayed products have rectified by sending  
photo documentation showing the correctly labelled products

 
Result of 2nd shop inspection
•	 Of 18 inspected shops, five  shops had more than 10% mislabeling  

and was set to a 3rd inspection

 
Result of 3rd shop inspection
•	 The inspection showed that four of the five shops in the meantime  

have corrected the labelling

•	 The last shop that still does not comply with the requirements receives  
an injunction from the Danish Energy Agency commanding them to  
comply on energy labelling of products in the shop

http://www.market-watch.dk/shops/butiksbesoeg_foraar_2014/
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Notifications and enquiries
Notifications:

During the year, the Secretariat received several notifications regarding suppliers, which continue to offer 

incandescent bulbs for sale on the Danish market. Phase-out of incadescent bulbs via EU legislation 

means that it has been illegal to import additional incandescent bulbs since September 2012. However, 

it is still legal to offer incandescent bulbs for sale for special uses. A market check completed by the 

Secretariat confirms that there are still many incandescent bulbs on the market and not all of these seem 

to be “special” and therefore exempted from the regulation requirements. The Danish Energy Agency 

has therefore decided that in 2015 the Secretariat is to look more closely at the supply of “special lighting 

sources” on the market. 

Enquiries: 

The number of enquiries received has grown solidly since the establishment of the Secretariat. In 2014, 

the number of enquiries exceeded the total number of enquiries for the three previous years. Enquiries 

come primarily from suppliers, but many consumers also use the Secretariat, especially for queries about 

energy labels. This group accounts for about 60% of all enquiries to the Secretariat. Dealers account for 

about 20% of all enquiries. A variety of other stakeholders (the press, schools, consultants) also contact 

the Secretariat for advice.

The nature of the questions and replies has been analysed in order to benefit from all these enquiries. 

With regard to enquiries from consumers, relevant pages on the www.sparenergi.dk website have been 

updated so that now they also contain the information the Secretariat is often asked about.

A similar exercise has been planned for questions and replies from suppliers. The Danish Energy Agency 

has decided to supplement the current FAQ pages on www.ens.dk in 2015 with typical questions and 

answers from this group. 
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International co-operation
Since 2012, the Danish Energy Agency has taken part in the EU Ecopliant project, together with 10 

other EU countries. The overall objective of the project is to draw up a “best practice” for completion of 

inspections as well as to promote inspection collaboration across national borders. The project will be 

concluded in April 2015. The results will be published in a Best Practice Guide and reports on the indivi-

dual sub-projects are available at: http://www.ecopliant.eu/wp2-reports-establish-best-practice/ 
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Annex A 

List of products covered by ecodesign  
and energy labelling
As at 1 February 2014

Products covered by regulations on ecodesign

Household lamps (non-directional lighting sources)* 

Tertiary lighting (street and office lighting) (non-directional lighting sources)* 

Standby (horizontal regulations which stipulate requirements for standby consumption by electrical products) 

External power supplies 

Televisions* 

Electric motors 

Air conditioning systems* and fans 

Household refrigerating/freezer appliances* 

Household washing machines* 

Household dishwashers* 

Simple set-top boxes 

Circulation pumps 

Ventilators 

Household tumble driers* 

Water pumps 

Directional lighting sources* 

Computers and computer servers 

Vacuum cleaners* 

Network products 

Coffee machines 

Household domestic ovens* (from 20 February 2015) 

Household cooker hoods* (from 20 February 2015) 

Household hotplates (from 20 February 2015) 

Transformers for electricity distribution (from 1 July 2015) 

Boilers for heating plants* (from 26 September 2015) 

Heat pumps for heating plants* (from 26 September 2015) 

Water heaters* (from 26 September 2015) 

Hot water storage tanks* (from 26 September 2015) 

Ventilation units (from 1 January 2016) 

Products with * are also subject to energy labelling
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